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Abstract—Accurate analytical expressions of delay and packet
reception probabilities, and energy consumption of duty-cycled
wireless sensor networks with random medium access control
(MAC) are instrumental for the efficient design and optimiza-
tion of these resource-constrained networks. Given a clustered
network topology with unslotted IEEE 802.15.4 and preamble
sampling MAC, a novel approach to the modeling of the delay,
reliability, and energy consumption is proposed. The challenging
part in such a modeling is the random MAC and sleep policy of
the receivers, which prevents to establish the exact time of data
packet transmission. The analysis gives expressions as function
of sleep time, listening time, traffic rate and MAC parameters.
The analytical results are then used to optimize the duty cycle of
the nodes and MAC protocol parameters. The approach provides
a significant reduction of the energy consumption compared to
existing solutions in the literature. Monte Carlo simulations by
ns2 assess the validity of the analysis.

Index Terms—Wireless Sensor Networks, MAC, Duty Cycle,
Optimization.

I. INTRODUCTION

Energy-efficient wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are pro-
viding new and affordable services for a huge variety of
applications. Given the lack of cabling that characterizes these
networks, WSNs allow to embed sensing, communication,
control, and actuation everywhere in the real world, creating
the so-called physical internet. Ensuring energy efficiency of
WSNs is a difficult task for applications where WSN must pro-
vide sensed information for real time action, because reliable
and timely data transmission may threat energy consumption.

In this paper, we consider the design of an energy efficient
duty cycling based on the IEEE 802.15.4 communication
standard [1]. Idle listening of sensors is one of the major
components of the energy budget. Asynchronous duty cycling
medium access control (MAC) protocols such as B-MAC [2]
and X-MAC [3] have been proposed as an effective mechanism
to reduce idle listening in random access networks. These duty
cycling protocols work on top of IEEE 802.15.4 and do not
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require any modification of the standard. In these methods,
the receiver wakes up periodically to check whether there is a
transmission, and the sender transmits preambles to check if
the receiver is awake. The main advantage of these protocols
is that there is no complex control mechanisms, as in time
division multiple access (TDMA) schemes, for discovering
the network topology, keeping the nodes synchronized [4]
and running the schedules efficiently [5] or in synchronized
duty cycling networks, for negotiating a schedule among the
neighboring nodes to specify when the nodes are awake and
asleep [6], [7]. However, the intrinsic simplicity of the mech-
anism has the drawback of smaller energy saving potential as
compared to the more complex solutions listed above, unless
optimization of sleep and wake times is adapted to changing
data traffic conditions.

Energy modeling and the usage of this energy model in
sleep and wake time optimization was considered in B-MAC
[2] and X-MAC [3]. However, when using these protocols with
IEEE 802.15.4, the formulation does not take into account
the effect of random access, which is a function of the data
traffic, MAC parameters and topology. This is a crucial aspect,
since the duration of the random access is much larger than
the actual packet transmission: In IEEE 802.15.4 [1] radios
with default parameter settings, the maximum backoff before
packet transmission is 27.4ms whereas the transmission time
of a 56 byte packet is 1.79ms at 250 kbps. Moreover, in [2],
[3] and references therein, no delay or reliability constraint
on packet delivery is included. MAC protocols for sensor
networks have certain latency and reliability requirements in
addition to low energy consumption. Since many applications,
e.g. security monitoring, require guaranteed arrival of sensor
data to the collection center and others require a certain
degree of reliability in delivering sensor data (e.g., control
and automation applications), latency and reliability must be
considered in MAC design.

The original contributions of this paper are two: First, we
provide accurate expressions of delay, reliability, and energy
consumption as a function of sleep time, listening time,
traffic rate and MAC parameters, the validity of which is
demonstrated by both analysis and Monte Carlo simulations in
ns2. Second, we demonstrate the usage of these formulations
in optimization of duty cycle of the nodes by minimizing
energy consumption under latency constraints and reliability.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to provide
such an accurate analytical modeling and optimization of duty
cycled networks with latency and reliability constraints.
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Fig. 1: Clustered network topology. The packets generated by
the yellow nodes are transmitted toward the cluster-head node
depicted in the middle of each cluster.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
describes the preamble based protocol. Sections III, IV andV
provide the analytical expressions for delay probability,reli-
ability, and energy consumption of preamble sampling MAC
on top of unslotted IEEE 802.15.4 networks, respectively. In
Section VI we illustrate the advantage of such formulationsin
the optimization of duty cycle parameters. In Section VII, we
summarize the main results and future work.

II. PROTOCOL DESCRIPTION

We assume that the nodes of the WSN are organized into
clusters as shown in Fig. 1. Clustered network topology is
supported in large networks that require energy efficiency,
since transmitting data directly to the base station may con-
sume more than routing through intermediate nodes [8]. In
a clustered topology, nodes organize themselves into clusters
with a node acting as cluster head. All non-cluster head nodes
transmit their data directly to the cluster head, while the cluster
head receives data from all cluster members and transmits
them to a remote base station. Throughout this paper we
consider applications where nodes asynchronously generate
packets with rateλ packets per second (see Table I for a
list of main symbols used in the paper). The protocol we are
investigating is referred to low data rate applications, namely
we assume thatλ ≤ 1.

For the network topology and applications we are consid-
ering, the asynchronous duty-cycling MAC protocol based on
preamble sampling with acknowledgment called X-MAC [3]
offers good performance. In preamble sampling protocols, the
receiver wakes up periodically for a short time to sample the
medium. Such a time is defined as the listening time. When a
sender has data, it transmits a series of short preamble packets,
each containing the ID of the target node, until it either
receives an acknowledgement packet (ACK) from the receiver
or a maximum time is exceeded (see Fig. 2). We assume that
such a maximum time is given by the sleep plus listening time
of the receiver. Following the transmission of each preamble
packet, the transmitter node goes in a listening state having
a maximum timeout durationTTX,out. If the receiver is the
target, it sends an acknowledgement (ACK) during the pause
between the preamble packets. When the receiver node sends
an ACK, it waits for data packets for a duration of at least
Tout even after the end of the wake-up time. Consequently, the
maximum listening time isRl+Tout. The extension ofTout to
the regular listening time allows for the reception of the data
packets whose ACK was sent near the expiration ofRl. Upon
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Fig. 2: Communication states between a transmitter and a
receiver. A random number of preambles are sent before that
one falls in the listening period of the receiver. Afterwards,
the receiver sends an ACK. When the transmitter hears the
ACK, the data packet is sent.

reception of the ACK, the sender transmits the data packet
to the receiver. However, the transmission of such a packet
occurs after sensing the channel idle. If the channel is busy,
data transmission may be delayed too much. The transmitter
gives up the transmission of the data packet if the delay from
the first attempt to transmit a preamble is larger thanRs +Rl.

It is natural that preambles and acknowledgements in pream-
ble sampling protocols are sent by using a random access to
avoid collisions, as allowed by IEEE 802.15.4 [1]. Although
this is not considered in [3], it gives obvious benefits in
terms of delay and reliability, because acknowledgments and
preambles may collide with any other packet. The amount of
random access, which depends on the data traffic, network
topology and the parameters of the MAC protocol should be
included in the energy minimization problem, because random
access determines the time interval between the transmissions
of two consecutive preamble packets. It determines wake time,
since the receiver node should receive at least one preamble
packet during the wake time. Furthermore, the amount of
random access is affected by sleep time, since increasing sleep
time increases the number of preambles.

The variables established by our protocol are the listening
time Rl and sleep timeRs of the receiver node given the
channel condition, data traffic, topology of the network, and
number of nodes. These variables can be obtained as solution
of optimization problems that consider the total energy con-
sumption, delay and reliability in the packet delivery, as we
will see in Section VI.

A. IEEE 802.15.4 unslotted CSMA/CA Mechanism

In the unslotted IEEE 802.15.4 carrier sense multiple access
with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) mechanism, each device
in the network has two variables:NB and BE. NB is
the number of times the CSMA/CA algorithm is required to
backoff while attempting the current transmission.NB is ini-
tialized to0 before every new transmission.BE is the backoff
exponent, which is related to how many backoff periods a
device must wait before it attempts to assess the channel. The
algorithm is implemented using units of time called backoff



periods, which are given byaUnitBackoffPeriodsymbols. The
parameters that affect the random backoff areBEmin, BEmax

andNBmax, which correspond to the minimum and maximum
of BE and the maximum ofNB, respectively.

The unslotted CSMA/CA mechanism works as follows.NB
andBE are initialized to0 andBEmin respectively (Step1).
The MAC layer delays for a random number of complete back-
off periods in the range 0 to2BE−1 (step 2) and then requests
PHY to perform a CCA (clear channel assessment) (step 3).
If the channel is assessed to be busy (step 4), the MAC sub-
layer increments bothNB andBE by one, ensuring thatBE
is not more thanBEmax. If the value ofNB is less than or
equal toNBmax, the CSMA/CA must return to Step 2, else
the CSMA/CA must terminate with a Channel-Access-Failure
status. If the channel is assessed to be idle (Step 5), the MAC
layer starts transmission immediately.

The expected number of times random backoff is repeated
is a function of the probability of sensing the channel busy,
which depends on the channel traffic. Channel traffic depends
on data traffic, network topology and duty cycle parameters,
i.e. sleep and wake time, since they determine the expected
number of preamble packets. This complex interdependence
is investigated in the following sections.

III. D ELAY MODELING

In this section, we model the delay needed for the successful
packet transmission from a transmitter node to the receiver.
First, we restrict our attention to a transmitter-receiverpair,
and then in Section IV we generalize the analysis to the case
of many transmitters. Let us denote by TX the transmitting
node, and by RX the receiver node. In the modeling of the
delay that we propose in this section, we assume that the time
is counted from the moment in which the TX node has a packet
to send.

The delay to transmit a packet successfully is a function of
three random components:

• T1: random delay spent by the TX node to complete
the transmission of a preamble packet. It includes also
the processing time and the transmission time of the
preamble.

• T2: random delay spent by the TX node until the receiver
node is in the active state and an acknowledgment packet
reaches the TX node;

• T3: random delay spent by the TX node from the instant
of acknowledgement reception until the transmission of a
data packet. It includes also the processing time and the
transmission time of the data packet.

Hence, the delay to transmit successfully a data packet is given
Tp = T2+T3. In the following, we characterize the three delay
componentsT1, T2 andT3.

A. Modeling ofT1

In this subsection, we provide the exact expressions of
the average and variance ofT1. Then, we approximate the
distribution ofT1 by a normal distribution, whose average and
variance are obtained through a moment matching approach.
Such an approximation is motivated by that a closed form
expression for the distribution ofT1 cannot be achieved, as

we will discuss later. We will show that the approximation is
quite accurate.

The mechanism to transmit a preamble packet is the same
as the one for data packets, for we are assuming to use IEEE
802.15.4. If the channel is busy, a random back off is spent
before a further trial. LetNBmax ≤ Nb ≤ Rs/Sc be the
maximum number of back-off of a preamble, namely the num-
ber of times that the TX node attempts to access the channel
before giving up the transmission of a preamble, whereSc

is the sensing time. By denoting withSp,j the random back-
off time at thej-th trial, it follows thatSp,j has a uniform
distribution in the interval[0, 2r(j) − 1], for j = 1, . . . , Nb,
wherer(j) = min(rem (j,NBmax) + BEmin − 1, BEmax),
with rem(·, ·) being the remainder of the division of the first
by the second argument.

Denote byAk the event occurring when the channel is busy
for k−1 times, and then is free at thek-th time. The probability
of such an event is

Pr[Ak] = ck−1(1 − c) ,

where c is the probability to sense the channel busy. We
assume that this probability is independent at each attempt.
Such an approximation is very accurate for saturated traffic
in [9], and has been widely adopted in the literature also for
unsaturated traffic (see, e.g., [10], [11], [12] and references
therein). In Sections III, IV, and V we show by Monte Carlo
simulations that this approximation is quite accurate within
the operational region of WSNs. Consider the attempt of
transmission of thei-th preamble. Then, random delayT1

spent by the TX node before transmitting a preamble packet
within Nb attempts can be described as

T1 =



















Sp,1 + Sc + Thr, if A1|A;
Sp,1 + Sc + Sp,2 + Sc + Thr, if A2|A ;
...
∑Nb

j=1(Sp,j + Sc) + Thr, if ANb
|A.

whereThr is the time employed by the hardware platform to
process the packets and transmit them, andA is the event that
a preamble is transmitted with at maximumNb preambles:

Pr[A] = Pr





Nb
∑

j=1

Aj



 =

Nb
∑

j=1

Pr[Aj ] ,

where previous inequality comes from that the eventsAj , j =
1, . . . , Nb are mutually exclusive. It holds

Pr[Ak|A] =
Pr
[

Ak

∑Nb

j=1 Aj

]

Pr[A]
=

Pr [Ak]
∑Nb

j=1 Pr [Aj ]

=
ck−1

∑Nb

j=1 c
j−1

,

We can rewriteT1 as

T1 =

Nb
∑

k=1





k
∑

j=1

(Sp,j + Sc) + Thr



1Ak|A =

Nb
∑

j=1

Σk1Ak|A ,

(1)



where 1(·) it the indicator function (its value is1 if the
argument is true, and0 otherwise) and

Σk =

k
∑

j=1

(Sp,j + Sc) + Thr .

From previous equation,Σk is given by the sum of indepen-
dent uniformly distributed random variables plus a constant.
The expectationΣk can be computed by recalling the distri-
bution ofSp,j , whose average is

µSp,j
=

(

2r(j) − 1
)

Sb

2
,

whereSb = aUnitBackoffPeriod. Hence

µΣk
= E [Σk] =

k
∑

j=1

[

µSp,j
+ Sc

]

+ Thr. (2)

The variance ofΣk is given by the sum of the variances of
Sp,j , whose variance is

σ2
Sp,j

=

(

22r(j) − 1
)

S2
b

12
,

hence

σ2
Σk

= E [Σk − EΣk]
2

=

k
∑

j=1

σ2
Sp,j

. (3)

Using (2) and (3) it is possible to compute the exact
expression of the average value and the correlation ofT1 as

µT1
= ET1 =

Nb
∑

k=1

µΣk
ck−1

∑Nb

j=1 c
j−1

,

ρT1
= ET 2

1 =

Nb
∑

k=1

ρΣk
ck−1

∑Nb

j=1 c
j−1

,

whereρΣk
= σ2

Σk
+ µ2

Σk
. From these moments, the variance

of T1 follows σ2
T1

, ρT1
− µ2

T1
.

SinceT1 is the weighted sum of uniform random variables
having different mean and variance, no closed form expression
is available for the probability mass function (PMF). However,
we resort to a normal distribution to approximate the PMF of
T1, namely, we assume that

fT1
(x) ∼ 1

σT1

√
2π

exp

(

− (x− µT1
)2

2σ2
T1

)

. (4)

In Subsection III-C we show that this approximation matches
well the real one obtained via Monte Carlo simulations.
Finally, from (4) we can compute the cumulative distribution
function (CDF) ofT1 by the error function.

B. Modeling ofT2

In this section we modelT2, the random delay the TX node
waits until an ACK is sent by the RX node and reaches the
TX node that sent the preamble. With this goal in mind, we
need to define three random variables,Ta, Tl andNp, which
we present next.

First, let us denote byTa the random time to wait from
the beginning of the transmissions until the start of the listen
time. The timeTa can be modeled by the following random
variable:

Ta =

{

0, if S̄ ;
Ts, if S . (5)

whereTs is the random time to wait that the receiver wakes up.
This time can be modeled as a uniform distribution in the range
[0, Rs], since such a time is computed from the beginning of
the transmission of the TX node, which may uniformly fall in
the interval[0, Rs] (see Fig. 2). The eventS occurs when the
RX node is sleeping. Since a node sleeps forRs seconds and
is awake forRl seconds, it follows that

Pr[S] =
Rs

Rs +Rl

, Pr[S̄] = 1 − Pr[S] .

From the definition (5) we rewriteTa asTa = 01S̄ +Ts1S =
Rs1S . It follows that the PMF ofTa is

Pr[Ta] = Pr[Ts] Pr[S] = Pr[Ts]
Rs

Rs +Rl

.

We define byTl the time duration from the moment wherein
the preamble packet is received in the listening time of the
receiver, until the listening time expires. By following the same
approach as the one used for the characterization ofTs, it
follows thatTl has a uniform distribution in the interval[0, Rl].

ConsiderNp, the random number of preambles that should
be sent before one falls in the active time of the receiver and
the acknowledgment is sent back by the RX node. Denote
with Tack the random time to complete the transmission of an
acknowledgement sent by the RX node after a preamble packet
is received. Notice that its statistical distribution is the same
asT1, since an acknowledgement is transmitted by following
the same mechanism of a preamble, the only difference being
that Nb must be replaced withNBmax. Furthermore, let us
defineBk as the event that a preamble has to be sentk times
before being received in the active time of the RX node and
the corresponding acknowledgement is sent by the RX node
and received before the time out of the TX node. Clearly,
the eventBk is conditioned on the random active timeTa of
the RX and on the random remaining listening timeTl of the
RX. These times are random from the point of view of the
transmitter, which does not know when the receiver wakes up
and when it will go to sleep.

We are now in the position of defining the delayT2. The
following equation givesT2:

T2 =



















T1,1 + Tack, if B1|B;
T1,1 + TTX,out + T1,2 + Tack, if B2|B ;
...
∑Np

j=1 T1,j + (Np − 1)TTX,out + Tack, if BNp
|B.

whereT1,j is the delay for the transmission ofj-th preamble.
The distribution ofT1,j is given by (1).B is the probability



that the TX node receives an ACK withinNp preambles:

Pr[B] = Pr





Np
∑

k=1

Bk



 =

Np
∑

k=1

Pr[Bk] ,

where previous inequality comes from the fact that the events
Bj , j = 1, . . . , Np are mutually exclusive. It holds

Pr[Bl|B] =
Pr
[

Bl

∑Nb

k=1 Bk

]

Pr [B]
=

Pr [Bl]
∑Np

j=1 Pr [Bk]
.

We describeBk next. First, letb be the collision probability
of preambles or ACK. Such a probability is different from the
probability of collision of data packets, which we denote by
p, because the size of preambles and ACK is much smaller
than data packets. We assume that these probabilities are
independent at each attempt. Such an approximation has been
widely adopted in the literature (see, e.g., [9], [10], [11], [12]
and references therein). In Sections III, IV, and V we show
by Monte Carlo simulations that this approximation is quite
accurate within the operational region of WSNs.

Proposition 1: [13] Let Bk, with k ∈ N, the event occur-
ring whenk−1 preambles are sent before thek-th is received
in the active time of the RX node, and the acknowledgement
is sent back by the RX node and received before the time out
of the TX node. LetΩ be the certain event. Then

Bk =
[

Ck + Dk−1Ek−1 b+ Dk−1Ek−1(1 − b)F̄k−1

+Dk−1Ek−1(1 − b)Fk−1 b]DkEkFk(1 − b)2 , (6)

where

Ck = [(k − 1)1k−1≥0T1 + (k − 2)1k−2≥0TTX,out ≤ Ta] ,

Dk = [kT1 + (k − 1)1k−1≥0TTX,out > Ta] ,

Ek = [kT1 + (k − 1)1k−1≥0TTX,out ≤ Ta + Tl] , (7)

F̄k−1 = [Tack > TTX,out|Dk−1] ,

Fk = [Tack ≤ TTX,out|Dk] ,

F̄0 = [Tack > TTX,out] ,

D0 = Ω .

Proposition 2: [13]

Pr[Bk] =
(

Pr[CkEk] − Pr[D̄k]
)

Pr[Tack ≤ TTX,out]

× (1 − b)2 + (Pr[Ek] − Pr[CkEk])

× Pr[Tack ≤ TTX,out]b(1 − b)2

+ (Pr[Ek] − Pr[CkEk]) (1 − Pr[Tack ≤ TTX,out])

× Pr[Tack ≤ TTX,out](1 − b)3

+ (Pr[Ek] − Pr[CkEk])

× (Pr[Tack ≤ TTX,out])
2
b(1 − b)3 ,

where

Pr[Ck] = P1

(

Ta − (k − 2)TTX,out

k − 1

)

,

Pr[D̄k] = P1

(

Ta − (k − 1)TTX,out

k

)

,

Pr[Ek] = P1

(

Ta + Tl − (k − 1)TTX,out

k

)

,

Pr[CkEk] = Pr[Ck] Pr[T1 ≤ Tl − TTX,out]

+ Pr[Ek](1 − Pr[T1 ≤ Tl − TTX,out]) .

Proposition 3: [13] The maximum number of preambles
to send is

Np = 2 +
Rs

TTX,out
.

From Propositions 1 and 3, the average and variance ofT2

is

µT2
=

Np
∑

k=1

[kµT1
+ (k − 1)TTX,out + µTack

] Pr[Bl|B] ,

σ2
T2

=

Np
∑

k=1

σ2
T2,k

Pr[Bl|B] ,

whereσ2
T2,k

is the variance of
∑k

j=1 T1,j + (k− 1)TTX,out +
Tack.

Since T2 is given by the weighted sum of variables that
we approximated in Subsection III-A as normal distributed,it
follows that the PMF ofT2 can be approximated by a normal
random variable, namely

fT2
(x) ∼ 1

σT2

√
2π

exp

(

− (x− µT2
)2

2σ2
T2

)

. (8)

In Subsection III-C we show that this approximation is quite
accurate.

C. Delay Probability

The delay to send successfully a data packet is given by
Tp = T2 +T3, givenTa andTl. In particular,T2 is a function
of Ta andTl (see Subsection III-B). Looking at Fig. 2, it is
straightforward to see thatT3 can be characterized asTack

except for a higher constant transmission time withinThr,
so thatT3 is approximated by a normal random variable. It
follows that Tp is approximated by a normal distribution as
well, namely:

fTp
(x) ∼ 1

σTp

√
2π

exp

(

− (x− µTp
)2

2σ2
Tp

)

, (9)

whereµTp
= µT2

+ µT3
, σ2

Tp
= σ2

T2
+ σ2

T3
.

The distribution of the delay we have modeled so far is
conditioned on the active time of the receiverTa and the time
duration from preamble reception in the listening time of the
receiver until the listening time expiresTl. The probability
that a packet is delayed sometmax seconds and falls in the
listening time of the RX node is therefore given by

E Ta
E Tl

Pr[(Tp ≤ tmax)] , Dmax(Rl, Rs, c, b, tmax) , (10)



where E Ta
and E Tl

denote the statistical average with
respect to the distribution ofTa and Tl, respectively. Since
the CDF of (9) is given by the error function, it is a highly
nonlinear function of the random variablesTa andTl. There-
fore, the averagesE Ta

E Tl
are obtained by replacingTa and

Tl with their respective expectations, as proposed in [14, pag.
428]. This is equivalent to replaceµTp

with E Ta
E Tl

µTp

and σ2
Tp

with E Ta
E Tl

σ2
Tp

in (9). Furthermore, notice that
in (10) we evidenced the dependency on the active period and
sleep period of the receiver, as well as on the busy channel
probability c.

We validated the analysis of the delay by comparing the
expectation and variance of (10) to extensive Monte Carlo
simulations obtained by an ns2 simulator. The simulator repro-
duced the system depicted in Fig. 1, where transmitter nodes
send packets according to the preamble-based MAC. All the
numerical values set for the simulations are taken coherently
with the IEEE 802.15.4 standard [1] and the Tmote wireless
sensors [15]. Although the expectation and variance of (10)
have been derived for a single transmitter-receiver pair, we
consider it as an approximation for the general case of several
transmitters. This is motivated by the fact that the analysis
considers the collision and busy channel probabilities, which
accounts in some manner for the case of multiple transmitters.
As a matter of fact, we observed an almost perfect matching
analysis-simulations for all the cases of practical interest.
Specifically, in Fig. 3 we reported the average delay ofTp

for N = 8 transmitter nodes, whereas in Fig. 4 we reported
the average variance ofTp for several cases of traffic period
λ and sleep time forN = 8 transmitter nodes. We chose a
traffic period larger that10 s since higher traffic rates would
exhibit packet losses probabilities larger than50%, which is
of no-interest. It can be shown that the behavior of Fig. 3 and
Fig. 4 is observed for any network size that gives a packet
reception rate larger than50%, which is attained forRl ≥ 6ms.
We conclude that the analysis of the delay is quite accurate
both for the single transmitter-receiver pair, and for multiple
transmitters.

IV. RELIABILITY ANALYSIS

In this Section, we analyze the reliability, or probabilitythat
a data packet is successfully received.

The failure of a data packet transmission is owed to three
possibilities: 1) a preamble is not successfully received,2) the
ACK is not successfully received, and 3) the data packet is not
successfully received. In the following, we characterize these
events.

In Proposition 1, we definedBk, with k ∈ N, as the
event occurring whenk − 1 preambles are sent before the
k-th is received in the active time of the RX node, and the
acknowledgement is sent back by the RX node and received
before the time out of the TX node. For analytical tractability,
Bk was derived for a single transmitter-receiver pair. However,
we assume to use it also for the derivation of the reliabilityin
the general case of several transmitters. Such an assumption
is reasonable, as we will show by extensive Monte Carlo
simulations presented at the end of this Section.

Let the eventG occur when a preamble is successfully
transmitted during the active time of the receiver withinNb
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trials (which occurs with probabilityPr[Jp] = 1 − cNb) and
the corresponding ACK is successfully sent withinNBmax

trials (which occurs with probabilityPr[Ja] = 1 − cNBmax ).
Then

G|JpJa =

Np
∑

k=1

Bk . (11)

By observing thatBk andBj are mutually exclusive ifi 6= j,
it follows

Pr[G] = (1 − cNb)(1 − cNBmax)

Np
∑

k=1

Pr [Bk] . (12)

Define the eventI|G, which occurs when the TX sends
successfully a data packet, provided that a preamble is suc-
cessfully received and the ACK is also successfully received,
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then

Pr[I|G] =
(

1 − cNBmax

)

(1 − p) . (13)

Finally, by putting together (11) and (13), and averaging
with respect to the distribution ofTa andTl, the reliability is
given by

Rmin(Rl, Rs, c, b) = E Ta
E Tl

Pr[G] Pr[I|G] . (14)

These expectations are computed as done in Eq. (10). We
remark here that the reliability depends on the traffic through
the busy channel probabilityc, and the collision probability of
preambles or ACKb. However, we noticed that both analysis
and simulations, discussed later, give a negligible dependency
on the collision probability of data packet, because these
packets are transmitted only upon the reception of an ACK.

We validated the analysis of the reliability by comparing
Eq. (14) to extensive Monte Carlo simulations that were
obtained by ns2, as described in Subsection III-C. In Fig. (5),
we reported an example of such simulations for the case
of 8 nodes. We can see that the analysis follows well the
simulations results. The sharp fluctuations in the analytical
results are due to the PMF of the random back-off, which is
discontinuous with sudden jumps due to the discrete increase
of the exponential back-off and the magnitude of the busy
channel probability. The good behavior of the approximation
observed in Fig. (5) is also obtained for other network sizes
that give a packet reception rate larger than50%. We observed
that the difference analysis-simulations is always below5%,
so we conclude that Eq. (14) is a good approximation.

V. ENERGY CONSUMPTION

In this section we characterize the energy consumption of
the network. The total normalized energy consumption over a
listening-sleeping timeRs + Rl is calculated considering the
energy spent by a TX node to send a data packet (EEtx) and
by the RX node to receive a data packet (EErx):

EEtot =
NdTX EEtx + EErx

Rs +Rl

, (15)

where recall thatN is the number of TX nodes in a cluster,
and dTX is the probability that a TX node has at least one
data packet to send during the timeRl +Rs:

dTX = 1 − e−λ(Rs+Rl) .

The total energy consumption was normalized byRs +Rl so
that it is intended as an energy per time unit. The remaining
energy components in (15) are characterized in the following.

A. Energy Consumption at the Transmitters

Denote withPtx, Prx andPs the power required to transmit,
receive and sleep, respectively. We have the following results:

Proposition 4: [13] Let Sn
p,k be thek-th random backoff

of then-th preamble. The instantaneous transmit energy for a
TX node is upper bounded as

Etx ≤
Np
∑

i=1

[

i
∑

n=1

E
(n)
tx,T1

+ (i− 1)ETTX,out
+ Etx,Tack

+

Etx,Tdata
]1Bi

(16)

+





Np
∑

n=1

En
tx,T1

+ (Np − 1)ETTX,out
+ Etx,Tack



1B̄

where

E
(n)
tx,T1

=

Nb
∑

j=1

[

j
∑

k=1

(

PsS
n
p,k + PrxSc

)

+ PtxSp

]

1Aj
, (17)

ETTX,out
= TTX,outPrx , (18)

Etx,Tack
=

NBmax
∑

j=1

[

j
∑

k=1

(Sp,k + Sc) + Sa

]

Prx1Aj
, (19)

Etx,Tdata
=

NBmax
∑

j=1

[

j
∑

k=1

(PsSp,k + PrxSc) + PtxSd

]

1Aj

+

[

NBmax
∑

k=1

(PsSp,k + PrxSc)

]

1Ā . (20)

Remark 1: We derived an upper bound for analytical
tractability. Specifically, the upper bound in Eq. (16) is given
by considering the worst case in the number of preambles
to be transmitted when no idle channel is found. We see in
Subsection (V-C) that such a bound is reasonable.

Using previous Proposition, we can compute easily the
average energy to transmit a data packet. Details are provided
in our technical report [13].

B. Energy Consumption at the Receiver

The energy consumed at the receiver is upper bounded by

EErx ≤RsPs + (Rl + Tout)max(Ptx, Prx) . (21)

where we considered the fact that the RX can be listening
for a time Tout after the end of the listening time if an
acknowledgement was sent just before the end of the listening
time. The upper bound forEErx is motivated by the fact that
such an energy is given by the idle listening, sending an ac-
knowledgement and receiving data packets. Since these events
are highly cross correlated among them and among different
sensors, it is difficult to provide a closed form expression
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for the probabilities of these events. As a result, an accurate
characterization would require modeling the probability that
the RX node is busy with the reception of a data packet
while some other node is trying to send another data packet,
which is very difficult, if not impossible, to model. In the next
Subsection, we will see that Eq. (21) is a satisfactory bound.

C. Average Energy Consumption

The dependency ofEEtot on the random variablesTa and
Tl can be removed by taking the expectation with respect to
Ta andTl. The total average energy consumption is denoted
as

E(Rl, Rs, c, b, λ) , E Ta
E Tl

EEtot . (22)

In this equation, we have evidenced that the average total
energy consumption depends on the collision probability of
preambles and ACK, the busy channel probability, the sleep
time and the listen time. We noticed that the dependency on the
collision probability of data packets is negligible numerically,
because data packets are sent only upon the reception of an
ACK. The expectations are computed as done in Eq. (10).

We validated the analysis of the average energy consump-
tion by comparing Eq. (22) to extensive Monte Carlo simula-
tions that were obtained by an ns2 simulator, as described in
Subsection III-C. We observed a good matching for all cases
of practical interest. In Fig. 6 we reported an example of the
average energy consumption for several cases of sleep time
and a fixed traffic rate. As expected, the analysis gives an
upper bound, which is desirable for optimization purposes.
The minimum of the energy consumption as given by Eq. (22)
is very near the true minimum given by simulation results.
It can be shown that the behavior of Fig. 6 is observed for
other choices of listening timeRl and for different network
sizes. We conclude that our analysis of the average energy
consumption gives a good upper bound.

VI. PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION

In the previous sections, we have modeled the distributions
of the delay to send a data packet from the transmitter

to the receiver, the reliability and the energy consumption.
Given a set of collision and busy channel probabilities, these
expressions can be used off-line to select the optimal values of
the sleep timeRs and listening timeRl that minimize the en-
ergy consumption given the latency and reliability constraints.
Specifically, the following optimization problem can be solved

min
Rl,Rs

E(Rl, Rs, c, b, λ) (23)

s.t. Dmax(Rl, Rs, c, b, tmax) ≤ τmax ,

Rmin(Rl, Rs, c, b) ≥ ψmin ,

whereτmax is the desired probability that the delay is less than
tmax, andψmin is the minimum desired probability with which
a data packet should be received. Notice that the decision
variables are the listening timeRl and the sleep timeRs.
In the optimization, we assume thatc andb are feed-forward
variables, whereasλ , tmax, τmax and ψmin are application
requirements.

Givenc andb, the optimal solution of problem (23), denoted
byR∗

l (c, b) andR∗
s(c, b), can be loaded in a light look up table

to be stored in the cluster-head node. The table can be thought
of as a matrix with rows associated to the set of values ofc
and columns associated to the values ofb. The cluster-head
node can easily do an estimation of the busy channelĉ and
collision probabilitieŝb, and read from the look-up table the
entriesR∗

l (c, b) andR∗
s(c, b) at locationc, b closer to ĉ and

b̂. For instance, if we consider10 values forĉ and 10 for b̂,
the table would have100 entries. By assuming that each entry
takes1 byte, the table has the size of just0.1 Kb.

We compared the minimization of (23) to the one provided
by X-MAC [3]. Recall that such a protocol does not take
into account random backoff, delay and reliability constraints.
Therefore, for the sake of comparison of the protocol pro-
posed in this paper and X-MAC, we poseτmax = ∞ and
ψmin = 0, which implies neglecting the delay and reliability
requirements, i.e., the energy is minimized without constraints,
as done in X-MAC.

Our optimal Rs and Rl outperforms X-MAC in all the
scenarios of practical interest. Specifically, when the packet
generation period is high (300 s) we achieve an energy con-
sumption5% less than X-MAC, but as the packet generation
period decreases the improvement is substantial, more than
50%. The main reason for this large difference is that the nodes
consume much less energy in packet transmission compared
to the model in [3]. X-MAC is based on the assumption that
the transmitter sends preamble packets back to back until the
receiver wakes up, while actually there is random backoff
before packet transmissions during which the transmitter puts
its radio in sleep mode. Since the transmit energy dominates
the receive energy much earlier according to the model in [3],
the optimal wake time becomes considerably higher compared
to the actual optimal wake time that we achieve.

As a final observation, we remark that our theoretical model-
ing can be used not only to minimize the energy consumption,
but also to maximize the reliability under the constraint ofa
maximum latency and maximum energy expenditure, or to
minimize the latency under the constraints of a minimum
reliability and maximum energy expenditure, as we will show



elsewhere.

VII. C ONCLUSIONS

In this paper we developed a novel analytical characteriza-
tion of the delay and packet loss probability distribution,and
energy consumption for a clustered network topology with
unslotted IEEE 802.15.4 and preamble sampling MAC. The
analysis was based on the statistical modeling of the preamble,
acknowledgement and data packet transmission. Monte Carlo
simulations in ns2 validated and illustrated our approach.

Our analysis can be used efficiently to provide a set of
optimal sleep and listening times that minimize the energy
consumption of the network while guaranteing latency and
reliability constraints. Compared to existing protocols that
minimize only the energy consumption, as B-MAC and X-
MAC, our optimization gives much better results. Thus our
method can be effectively employed to ensure a longer lifetime
of the network.
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Symbol Meaning
TX node a transmitter node
RX node a receiver node (cluster head)
T1 random delay spent by the TX node before

transmitting a preamble packet
T2 random delay spent by the TX node from the

beginning of a transmission until the reception
of the acknowledgement

T3 random delay spent by the TX node from the
acknowledgement reception until the
transmission of a data packet

Tp random delay to wait before a data packet
is successfully received

Ts random sleep time of the RX as seen from the TX
(it is uniformly distributed over[0, Rs])

Tl random listening time of the RX as computed
upon the reception of a preamble
(it is uniformly distributed over[0, Rl])

Thr time employed by the hardware platform
to process the packets and transmit them

Tack random time before the RX node can access the
channel and send an acknowledgement

TTX,out maximum time that a TX node waits for an ACK
after having sent a preamble.

Tout maximum time that a TX node waits from the
moment of the reception of an ACK
before giving up the data packet transmission.

Np maximum number of preambles that can be sent
Nb maximum number of back-off to sense the

channel for sending a preamble packet
NBmax maximum number of back-offs before declaring a

channel access failure
N number of nodes in a cluster
λ packet generation rate per node
dTX probability that a TX node has a packet to send

in the intervalRs +Rl

c probability of busy channel
b probability of preamble or ACK collision
p probability of data packet collision
ψmin minimum probability of successful

packet transmission (reliability requirement)
τmax maximum probability of maximum

delay (latency requirement)
Emax maximum energy consumption per

listening-sleeping cycle (energy requirement)
Sp,j j-th random back-off time of a preamble
µSp,j

average ofSp,j

Sc time duration of channel sensing
for clear channel assessment

Sp time duration of a preamble packet
Sa time duration of an acknowledgement packet
Sd time duration of a data packet
Sb time duration of forming the basic time

period used by the CSMA/CA algorithm
Ptx transmit power
Prx receive power
Ps sleep power
Rs sleep time of the receiver node (cluster head)
Rl active time of the receiver node (cluster head)
Ak event occurring when the channel

is busy fork − 1 times
Bk event occurring when a preamble has to be sentk

times before being received in the active time of the
RX node and the corresponding acknowledgement
is sent by the RX node and received before
the time out of the TX node

TABLE I: Main symbols used in the paper.
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